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Introduction 
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The Calyptratae， together with the Acalyptratae， b巴longto the Cyclorrhapha， Schizophora 
(Diptera). They are highly specialized in structure and have been generally differentiated 
from the Acalyptratae by such morphological characteristics as the presence of a frontal 
lunule， a ptilinal suture， a seam in the second antennal segment， a complete transverse suture 
on the dorsum， well developed posterior calli and large squmae. 
The Calyptratae wer巴establishedby Robineau-Desvoidy (1830) on the basis of the pres巴nce
of a highly developed pair of squamae in them. Osten-Sacken (1881， 1884) and Girschner 
(1893) also contributed to the classification of the Calyptratae; the 1旦tter，in particular， based 
the classi fic且tionon the characters of the bristles on th巴 bodiesof fies， and estab1ished a 
system which is stil in general use. Since th巴 beginningof this century， Williston (1908)， 
Shannon (1923， 1924)フ Seguy(1923フ 1928，1941)， Curran (1934) and many others have 
contributed to the classification of the Calyptratae， and al of them， 1ike the early workers， 
used as criteria for classifiation their external morphological characters， such as chaetotaxy， 
V巴nationand antennae. 
Besides the ext巴rnalcharacters the male genita1ia have been recognized since Meigen 
(1826) as useful for delimiting species of the Calyptratae as well and have been worked on 
by many other workers. 
Recently， Roback (1951) macle use of the characters of the larvae such as pharyngeal 
sclerites ancl posterior spiracles for the classification of the Calyptratae. However， the 
classification of the Calyptratae is sti1l far from satisfactory. 
The structure of the internal reproductive org乱n8of the calyptrate muscoid Diptera has 
been studiecl by Lowne (1890-95)， Keuchenius (1913)， Graham-Smith (1934) and others. 
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Their studies are， howevεr， limited to a very few 
1t is now clear that the classincation of the Calyptratae d日pendedin the past on the 
記xtern乱1characters such as venation， chaetotaxy旦ndmale genitalia. 
As to the cri t巴riafor classifying the Calyptratae， however， the workers have never reached 
an agreement， but worked out almost as many di妊erentsystems of classi五cationラ asthere 
were workers. 
The f且unisticstudy of th邑 Japanes巴 calyptratemuscoid flies was done， for the nrst timeヲ
Coquillett (1897). He described 22 species， indig記nousto Japan， of the Calyptratae 
belonging to 5 families (Scatophagid呂巴， Muscidae， Sarcophagidae， Tachinidae and Dexiidae). 
Kobayashi (1909， 1914， 1916)， Matsumura (1907， 1915， 1931)， Senior-White ， Katδ 
(1937)， Baranov (1938)， Kuwayama et Kato (1939) and others also contributed to these 
f品unisticstudies。
Lately the systematic study of the Calyptrataεin J且panhas been carried out to some 
extent (Katd， 1950; Kano， 1950→ Hori， 1948→ Takano， 1950). Especially th日 syst巴matic
study of the Calliphoridae and Sarcophagidae， al1of which ar白血 important，
has b巴enconsid巴rablyadvanced in Japan. However， th巴 which are 
to be more primitive， and the Phasiidae， Dexiidae and Tachinida久 whichare al consid記red
to be more advanc巴dフ haveb田 nlitle studied in Japan. The method of classi五c乱tionadopt邑d
by the Jap乱neseworkers is not very di任erentfrom that adopted by the European and 
American dipteristso 
The present writer had dealt with 83 species of the Japanese calyptrate muscoid Diptεra， 
b巴longingmostly to the Muscidae， Ca1iphorid呂町 and Sarcophagidae， dissected the adult 
flies and made a comparative observation of the internal male and femal日 sexualorgansヲ
digestive organs and Malpighian tubes， Il1 order to clarify th巴 systematicrelationships of the 
different groups of flies within the 
Th巴 pr日sentp乱peris the nrst of a series on the anatomy of the calyptrate muscoid 
Diptera and the results of the writerラscomparative study of the male internal sexual 
organs of the different groups of企iescarried out with the object of discovering new 
systematic relationships， if旦ny，within these groups 
So far as the writer is concerned， the morphological studies on the internal sexual organs 
of the male calyptrate muscoid flies ar己 ratherscarcεo The major works were chiefly carried 
out by Sasaki (1886)， Lowne (1890-1895)， Bruel (1897)ラ Minchin(1905)， Giles (1906)， 
Tulloch (1906)， Hewitt (1907， 1914)， Keuchenius (1913)， Townsend (1935→1937)， Grah丘m司
Smith (1938)， Hall (1947)， West (1951)， and some others. Most of the works that have 
K叩 donemainly concern the species of economic or medical importance. Accordingly the 
sp巴ciestreated in those studies are limited in number. 
The number of the species tre旦tedin this paper is 83 in al， covering 8 families and 38 
genera. 1n this study the Calliphoridae， Sarcophagidae andお1uscinae 呂r巴 treatedin some 
detaiL The numb巴rof the species of the Anthomyiidae， Phasiid日， D己xiid日eand Tachinidae 
treated， however， is extremely small because of thεlimited number of sp巴cimens80 far 
available 
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Material and Method 
Most of the materia1s used wcre collected by the prescnt writer in Kanazawa， i tssuburbs， 
l'vlt. Myoko and Kyushu. 1n acldition to these， some indivicluals rearecl in the laboratory 
were also used. Two sp巴cies，Chrysomya meglαceρhala and Luciliaρorphyrina， were collected 
by Mr目 O.Su巴nagain Isahaya Cityラ Kyushu，ancl two of the northern species of the blow-flies， 
Phormia regina and ProtoJうhormiaterrae-novae， were collectecl by Mr. H. Kitano in Sapporo 
City， Hokkaiclo. 
Th巴 materialsused in this pap巴rwere id巴ntifiedby the present writer， and the scientii'c 
names of some sp巴ciesof the anthomyid ancl tachinicl flies were taken from the 1conographia 
Insectorum Japonicorum (1932， 1950) 
For the present study， living specimens wcre espccially to be clesired. Therefore， the flies 
used for dissectlon were narcotizecl with chloroform in the laboratory， and dissectecl in a 0.6 
pcr cent. salt solution uncl巴ra binocular microscope after a momentary immersion in 90 per 
cent. alcohol in orcler to allow the specimens to sink in the salt solution. All the品gures
in this paper were clrawn by th巴 presentwriter with the aicl of an Abbe carnera lucida. 
The morphological terms used in the present paper are well己stablishecland can be found 
in most of the standard works. The abbreviations used in the descriptions are as follows : 
T-index...・・・・・・・・ a・・・Testisindex. 
E-index...・・・…………Ej日culatoryduct index. 
The following is the list of the species of Calyptratae clealt with in the presen.t paper. 
Fam. Scatophagidae 
Subfam. Scatophaginae 
1. Scoteu117a stercOfariu117 (Linne) 




3. Othyra leucostoma (Wiedemann) 
4. Othyra chalcogaster (Wiedemann) 
5. Ophyra nigra (Wied巴mann)
Trib. Fanniini 
6. Fannia scalaris (Fabricius) 
7. Fannia canicularis (Linn己〕
8. Fannia sp. 
Subfam. Anthomyiinae 
Trib. Anthomyiini 
9. Anthomyia illocata Vvalker 
10. Hydrothoria ruralis Meigen 
11. Pego117yia virginea Meigen 
Subfam. Lispinae 




13. Orthellia latψalpis Zimin 
14. Musca domestica vicina Macquart 
15. Musca sorbens Wieclemann 
16. Musca hm'vei Villeneuve 
17， MusCa convexifrons Thomsom 
18. GmPho117yia mαculata (Scopoli) 
19. Muscina stabulans (Fallen) 
20. Muscina angustifrons (Loew) 
21. Muscina tabulorum (Fallen) 
22. Dasy戸horacyanella (Meigen) 
23. Pyrellia cadaverina (Linne) 
24. Morellia horto仰 n(Fallen) 
25. Myios戸ila117editabunda (Fabricius) 
Subfam. Stomoxydinae 
26. Sto117oxy5 calcitrans (Linne) 
27. Lyper05ia exigua (cle Meijere) 




29. Stomorhina discolor (Fabricius) 
Subfam. Chrysomyinae 
Trib. Phormiini 




320 Chryso例'yamegaceρhala (Fabricius) 




35. Calliphora vo附 itoria(Linnめ
36. CalliPhora grahami Aldrich 
370 Triceratopyga calliphoroides Rohdendorf 
Trib. Ll1cilini 
38. Hemipyrellia ligruriens (Wiedemann) 
39. Lucilia illustris (Meigen) 
40. Lucilia Caesar (Linn品)
41. Lucilia a1刊tullaceaVilleneuv巴
42. LuciliaρorPhyri削 (Walk巴r)
43. Lucilia tapuensis Macquart 
44. Lucilia sericata (Meig巴n)
45. Luciliaωβri同日(明liedem丘nn)
46. Lucilia bufonivora (Moniez) 
Fam. Sarcophagidae 
Subfamo Metopiinae 
47. Meto針。 leucocethala(Rossi) 
Subfam. Agriinae 
48. SarcoPhila ci開erea(Fabricius) 
Subfam. Sarcophaginae 
Tribo Sarcophagini 
49. BlaesoxiPha japonensis Hori 
50. Blaesoxitha laticornis 
51. Sarcolうhagamelanura Meig巴n
52. Sarco戸hag.αsp.
53. Sarcop初，gaug.即時ski (Rohdendorf) 
54. Sarcothaga caudagalli Bottcher 
55. Sarcophaga erecta Ho 
56. SarcoPhaga 抑制isWalker 
57. Sarcoρlzaga josePhi Bottcher 
58. Sarcolうhagakagaensis Hori 
59. Sarcophaga jezensis Hori 
600 Sarcophaga albiDψs Meigen 
61. Sarcophaga tsushi1向。eSenior伺White
62. Sarcolうhagabreviιornis Ho 
63. Sarcoβhaga misera Walker 
64. Sarcophaga harβax Pandelle 
65. SarcoPhaga similis Meade 
66. Sarcoρhaga kawayuensis Kano 
67. Sarco戸hagacrassipal合isMacquart 
68. Sarcothag.αperegri日aRobineau-Desvoidy 
69. Sarco会加gaseptentrio仰 lis¥.K，)hclendor 
70. Sarcophaga schiitzei r三ramer
71. Sarcoρhaga a河tilOjうeBottcher 
72. Sarcopルヨ8日ki問。shitaiHori 
73. Sarcojうhagahozawai Hori 
74. S仰 'coPhagahalmsana Hori 
75. Sarcoiうhagakobayashii Hori 
76. Sarcophaga ho加 rikuensisHori 
Famo Phasiidae 
77 . EctoPhasia si抑G招sisVilleneuve 
F且m. Dexiida巴
78. Succingulum transvittatum Pandelle 
79. Prose月asiberita Fabricius 
Fam. Tachinid呂e
80. Servillia jakovlewii Portschinsky 
81. Echinomya附iωdoKirby 
82. Chrysoso 才例nα au 
83. Stu灯時iasericariae Cornalia 
(;eneral MOi'phology 
In th邑 calyptratemuscoid Dipt巴rath巴 malereproductiv邑 organsare situated， as in other 
insects， vent1'ally to the digestive canal in the poste1'io1' cavity of the abdomen園
The m丘leinternal reproductiv日 organsin thi8 group consist of旦 P旦irof testes and thei1' 
ducts or vas乱白血rentia，and a median ejaculatory duct， a pair of accessory glands 01' 
pa1'agonia， and an ejaculatory sac， However， the accessory glands and the ejaculatory sac 
are sometimes undi妊erentiated.
The two testes lie ventrひ late1'allyto the a1imεntary canal. The no1'mal position of the 
testes within the abdominal cavity is more or less symmetrical in relation to each other. 
Each of the testes is composed of乱 singlesperm tube (Keuchenius， 1913; Hori， 1955)ラ and
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vary greatly in shape and size with different groups of flies， varying from ovoid to elongate. 
1n ord巴rto facilitate the comparison of the shape of the testes， the testis index (T-index) 
which is the ratio (x 100) of the largest diameter of the testis to its length was measured 
for each specimen of the 83 species examined. 
The colours of the testes are usually reddish orange， sometimes brown， and rarely greenish 
yellow or mi1ky white. Of course the intermediate colours also occur occasionally. The 
colours of the t巴stesusually continue a short distance along the vas deferens. 
1n several groups the testes are surrounded by the fat-body which is very intimately 
connected with the outer layer of the testes， whi1st in the others the testes are not covered 
with such a fat-body envelope. The testes are supplied with two large tracheae derived 
from the spiracles of the fourth and fifth abdominal segments. 
The vasa deferentia are paired ducts leading from the testes. They vary greatly in length 
in different groups of flies， and each vas deferens is usually thickest at its commencement 
and decreases gradually in diameter. The two ducts are about equal in length， but sometimes 
the right duct is a litle longer than the left. The vasa deferentia are usually milky white， 
but the basal portion of the ducts are simi1ar in colour to the testes. The vasa deferentia 
run transverselly under the gut and terminate in the ejaculatory duct. 
1n several groups the ejaculatory duct begins approximately in the middle of the abdominal 
cavity， bends to the 1巴ftand then runs caudally. But in the others， the duct is convoluted 
in various manners on the left ventral side of the body cavity. Thus the duct tapers 
gradually and becomes a tube of nearly uniform diameter and crosses clockwise over the 
dorsal side of the rectum to the right side， where it opens into the ejaculatory sac. In one 
exceptional case， however， the duct was seen to cross counterclockwise over the rectum from 
right to left. Consequently the ejaculatory sac in the latter case lies to the left side of 
th巴 rectum. According to Feuerborn (1922) and others this relation of the duct to the 
rectum is the result of a complete torsion of the terminal abdominal segments during the 
pupal development. This peculiar torsion of the terminal abdominal segments produces a 
complete loop of the ejaculatory duct around the proctodaeum. The length and shape of 
th巴 ejaculatoryduct varies greatly in differ 





The male internal se瓦ual organs consist of a pair of testes， their ducts， an unpaired 
巴jaculatory duct and an ejaculatory s昌c. Th巴 longitudinalaxes of the testes run n巴arly
parallei with the median line of th巴 abdomen.
1. Scoteuma stercorarium (Linn心
Test巴sreddish orange， larg鳥 oblong，without the fat-body envelopes; T -index 15 -59. 
V且sadefer巴nti乱 sometimescoloured at the basal half園 Ejaculatoryduct short， widest near 
its apical fourth， slightly curved caudally， and at its b呂selooping over the rectum from left 
to right; E-inde玄 about27. Ejaculatory丘pod己meblack， with somewhat fan-shaped stem. 
2. Scoρeuma mellites (Coquillett) 
Test己sreddish orange， large， oblong， somewhat tapering distally， without the fat-body 
env日lopes;T -ind記x18 -21. Vasa deferentia short， reddish orange at the basal half. Ejaculatory 
duct 8hort， slightly curved， subapically swollen， tapering caudally， 司王ldat its base looping 






The male internal sexu呂1organs consIst of a pair of testεs with their ducts， an巴jaculatory
duct and an ejaculatory s乱c.
3. Ophyra leucostoma (Wiedemann) 
Testes r巴ddishbrown or brown， sometimes orange in newly己mergedflies， oval to gourd-
shap日d; the fat-body envelopes wanting; T -index about 38 -79. Ejaculatory duct short， 
slightly curved， narrowing caudally， and looping over the rectum from left to right; 
E-index about 30. Ejaculatory sac small;己jaculatoryapodeme small， with rod-shaped stem. 
4. (羽liedemann)
Testes brown or rarely reddish orange， oval in varied degr巴巴s; the fat-body 白nvelopes
seemingly absent; T -index 36 -60. Ejaculatory duct short， apically swollen， slightly curved 
caudally， and looping over the rectum from !eft to right; E-index about 30. Ejacul旦tory
apodeme small， with rod-shaped st己m.
5. 0ρ (Wiedemann) 
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Testes reddish brown or brown， rarely dark orange in n巴wlyemerged flies， oval， each 
often with an hour-glass constriction at the lower third， and without the fat-body envelope; 
T -index 34 -60. Ejaculatory duct moderately short， slightly curved， narrowing caudally， and 
looping over the gut from left to right; E-index about 29. Ejaculatory apodeme small. 
with rod-shaped stem. 
Trib. Fanniini 
Genus Fannia 
The male internal reproductive organs comprise a pair of testes and their ducts， a pair 
of accessory glands， and a short ejaculatory duct. 
6. Fannia scalaris (Fabricius) 
Testes reddish orange， oval to lanceolate; the fat-body envelopes unrecognizable; T -index 
about 20 -54. The right one of the vasa deferentia slightly longer than the left. Accessory 
glands white， spherical; the right one， lying at the middle of the abdominal cavity， opens 
into the top of the ejaculatory duct. Ejaculatory duct short， widest at its commencemant. 
slightly curved caudally， and looping over the gut from left to right; E-index about 14. 
Ejaculatory sac and apodeme unobservable. 
7. Fanniαcanicularis (Linn邑〉
Testes reddish orange， oval to lanceolate， and without the coverings of fat-body; T -index 
20 -61. The right duct of出巴 vasadeferentia slightly longer than the left. Accessory 
glands opaque white， spherical. Ejaculatory duct short， widest at tip， slightly curved caudaly. 
and looping over the gut from left to right; E-index about 20. Ejaculatory sac and 
ejaculatory apodeme unobservable. 
8. Fannia sp. 
Testes reddish orange， oval to elongate; the fat-body envelopes wanting; T-index about 
40 -64. Accessory glands milky white， spherical. The right duct of the vasa deferentia 
slightly longer than the left. Ejaculatory duct short， slightly curved， narrowing caudally. 
and looping over the rectum from left to right; Eトindexabout 17. Ejaculatory sac and 




The male internal sexual organs consist of a pair of testes and their ducts， a pair of 
accessory glands， an unpaired ejaculatory duct and an ejaculatory sac. 
9. Anthomyia illocata Walker 
Testes reddish orange， oval to elongate; the fat-body envelopes undeveloped; T-iildex 
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39 -63. Accessory glands white， spherical， opening into the top of the ejaculatory duct. 
The right duct of the vasa deferentia slightly longer than the left. Ejaculatory duct short， 
widest near its commencement， slightly curved caudally， and looping over the gut from left 
to right; E-index about 23. Ejaculatory apodeme small， with rod-shaped stem. 
Genus均IdroPhora
The male internal reproductive system is made up of two testes with their ducts， two 
accessory glands， an ejaculatory duct， and an ejaculatory sac. 
10. 均Idroρhoriaruralis Meigen 
Testes reddish orange， pyriform， each often with a shallow transverse constriction subbasally; 
the fat-body envelopes wanting; T -index 54 -64. The right duct of the vasa deferentia 
slightly longer than the left. Accessory glands milky white， banana.shap巴d，lying on thf' 
left side of the ejaculatory duct. Ejaculatory duct short， slightly curved basally， and looping 
over the rectum from left to right; E-index about 16. Ejaculatory apodeme small， with 
rod-shaped stem. 
Genus Pegomyia 
The male internal reproductive organs comprise a pair of test巴s，vasa deferentia， an 
ejaculatory duct， and an ejaculatory sac. 
11. Pegomyia vi昭ineaMeigen 
Testes tinged with r巴ddishorange， pyriform， often narrowing distally; the fat.body coverings 
wanting; T -index about 42 -63. Ejaculatory duct short， slightly curved caudally， and 
looping over the gut from left to right; E-index about 18. Ejaculatory apodeme small， 
with rod-shaped stem. 
Subfam. Lispinae 
Genus Lispe 
The male internal sexual organs consist of two testes with their ducts， an ejaculatory duct 
with a peculiar long duct， an ejaculatory sac. The testes are situated longitudinally side by 
side on the vεntral surface of the abdominal cavity. 
12. Lisρe sp. 
Testes brown， large， fusiform， arcuated at middle， and often twisted; the fat-body envelopes 
unobservable; T -index 18 -28. Vasa deferentia brown pigmented entirely， short， arcuated. 
Ejaculatory duct takes the charact巴risticN-shaped winding on the right side of the posterior 
region of the abdomen， and then crosses over the dorsal side of the rectum from right to 
left， where it opens into an ejaculatory sac. Ejaculatory duct furnish巴dwith a conspicuous 
long rod-shaped duct aproximately at the middle part， possibly being a mere accessory gland. 
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External1y， this organ bears some res巴mblanceto the accessory glands of sorne syrphids 





The internal generative organs of the male consist of two testes with their ducts， an 
ejaculatory duct and an ejaculatory sac. 
13. Orthelliαlat伊αlpisZirriin 
Testes reddish orange， oval to pyriform; the fat-body envelopes undeveloped; T-index 
59 -83. Ejaculatory duct long， widest at distal third， tapering both distal1y and proximally， 
with many windings， basal1y looping over the gut from left to right; E-index about 107. 
Ejaculatory apodeme with short rod-like stem and oval base帽plate.
Genus Musca 
The male internal reproductive system consists of a pair of testes， their outlet ducts， an 
ejaculatory duct， and an ejaculatory sac. The morphology of the male internal reproductive 
organs of Musca domesticαhas already been described and figured by Hewitt (1907， 1914). 
Keuchenius (1913) also described the male organs of Musca corvina. 
14. M附 cadomestica vici仰 Macquart
Testes brown， sometimes reddish orange， oval to gourd-shaped; the f説明bodyenvelopes 
undeveloped; T -index 50-90. The right duct of the vasa deferentia slightly longer than 
the left. Ejaculatory duct long， widest at tip， twisted many times， and basally it loops over 
the gut from left to right; E-index about 150. Ejaculatory apodeme with short rod-like 
stem and oval base-plate. 
15. Musca sorbens Wiedemann 
Testes brown， rarely reddish orange， spherical to pyriform; the fat-body coverings wanting; 
T-index about 48-85. Ejaculatory duct long， widest at tip， loosely coi1ed many times， and 
basally looping over the gut from left to right; E-index about 121. Ejaculatory sac small， 
ejaculatory apodeme minute. 
16. Musca hervei Vi1eneuve 
Testes brown， rarely reddish orange， ovoid to gourd-shaped; the fat-body envelopes 
unobservable; T -index 50 -88. Ejaculatory duct long， widest at tip， narrowing caudally， 
and loosely coi1ed several times， and basally it loops over the rectum from left to right; 
E-index about 93. Ejaculatory apodeme with short stem and oval base-plate. 
17. Musca convexifrons Thomson 
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Test白s sometimεs reddish orange， oval to gourd-shaped， and without 
envelopes; T -index 55咽72. Ejaculatory duct long， widest at tip， coil巴dcomplicatedly， and 
basally looping over the rectum from left to right; E-index about 206. Ejaculatory apodeme 
with 8hort rod-lil王ehandle and oval base-plate. 
Genus 
The internal sexual organs of the male consist of a pair of tεstes， their outl吃tducts， an 
ejaculatory ductラ註ndan ejaculatory sac. 
18. maculata (Scopoli) 
TestεS oval to elongate; the env巴巴sund巴V記.T-ind巴x35-70. 
Ejacul且toryduct long， widest at apical third， narrowing caudally， tightly coiled several 
times， and basally it Ioops over the rectum from left to right; E-index about 148. Ejaculatory 
apodeme with short stem and oval base-p!ate. 
Genus M.μscinα 
The malεreproductive system is mad巴 upof the following parts two test巴swith their 
outlεt ductsラ anεjaculatoryductョ andan ejaculatory sac. 
19. Muscina stabulans (Fallen) 
Testes reddish orange， oval， sometimes with an hour-gl出 sconstriction subbasally; the 
fat-body envelopes undeveloped; T-index 38-73. Ejaculatory duct longラ widestat apical 
third， tightly coiled many timεs， and narrowing caudallyヲ andlooping over the rectum from 
left to right; E-indεx about 134. Ejaculatory sac moderately largeラ apodemewith large， 
broad fan-shap巴dstem and oval base-plat己.
20. Musc的α く
Testes r巴ddishor且ngeヲ sph日ricalto gourds-hapedラ andwithout the f乱t-body coverings; 
T -index 29 -74. Ejaculatory duct long， widest at apical third， tightly coiled many times， 
and basally it loops over the gut from left to rightヲ E-indexabout 161. Ejaculatory sac 
large，日jaculatoryapodeme with large， broad fan】 stem.
21圃 Musci仰仰bulorum(Fallるn)
Testes reddish orange， oval to pyriform， and not surroundεd by the fat-body envelopes; 
T-indεx 39 -61. Ejaculatorγduct large， widest at apical third， and densely convolutedラ and
basally it loops ov巴rthe gut from left to right; E-index about 247. Ejaculatory sac large， 
ejaculatory apodeme large， with br勾oadfan】shapedstem and oval base-plate. 
Genus Das:ゆhora
The internal sexual organs of the male consist of a pair of testes， and their ducts，旦n
ejaculatory duct， and an ejaculatory sac. 
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22. Dasythora cyanellα(Meigen) 
Testes r巴clclish orange、oblong; the fat-body coverings undeveloped; T-index 29-43. 
Ejaculatory duct long，widest at apical thirclヲ coiledseveral times， ancl hasally it loops over 
the gut from left to right; E-inclex ahout 95. Ej日じulatoryapodeme with 5hort rod-like stern 
ancl oval h乱se-plate.
Genus乃Irelia
The m日leinternal sexual organs consist of paired testes with their clucts， an ejaculatory 
duct， and an ejaculatory sac. 
23. Pyrellia cadaverina (Linne). 
Testes 氏、ddishorange， oval to ohlong; the fat-hocly envelopes absεnt; T-inclex 34-5l. 
The right duct of vasa deferentia slightly longer than the left. Ejaculatory duct rnilky white， 
widest乱tclistal third， winding several times， ancl basally it loops over the r巴cturnfrom left 
to right. E-index about 73. Ejaculatory apodeme minute， weakly chitinized; stem rod-like. 
Genus Morellia 
The male internal sexual system is made up of a pair of testes、andtheir ducts， an 
unpaired ejaculatory duct‘and an ejaculatory sac 
24. Aゐreliahortorum (Fallen) 
Test巴sbrown， oval to elongat巴 thefat-body coverings unobserb乱ble;T-inclex 36 -70. 
Ejaculatory duct long， widest at apical third， coiled several times， and basally looping over 
the rectum from left to right. E-index about 92. Ejacu1atory apodeme small， with short 
roc1-like stem and oval base回plate.
Genus A砂ios戸la
The internal sexual organs of the m日leconsist of a pair of testes with their outlet ducts， 
an ejaculatory duct， anc1 an ejaculatory sac. 
25λのliostilameditabunda (Fabricius) 
Testes brown， oval; the fat-body coverings unobservable; T-index 57-69. Ejaculatory 
duct long， medially swollenフ coiledseveral times， and basally looping over the rectum from 
left to right. E-inclex about 200， Ejaculatory apodeme sm乱1ヲ with short rod-li ke stem. 
Subfam. Stomoxydinae 
Genus 5tomoxys 
The male internal reprocluctive system consists of two testes with their clucts， an εjaculatory 
cluct， ancl an ejaculatory sac， The mal巴 generativeorgans of 5t. calcitrans were already 
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d己scribedwith illustration by Tulloch (1906) 0 
26. calcitrans (Linnる〉
Testes reddish orange， rar巴lydark orange， oval to gourd-sh旦ped;the fat-body envelopes 
unobservable. T -index 41-85. Ejaculatory duct sh01't， folded at middle， and basal1y looping 
over the rectum from left to right; E-index about 340 Ejaculatory sac small， ej旦culatory
apodeme minute， with short rod-like stem 
Genus 
The internal generativ巴 organsof the male consist of a pair of testes with their outlet 
ducts， an ejaculatory duct， and an巴jaculatorysac. 
27. Meijere) 
Testes sometim日呂 町仁ldishorang巴司 ovalto oblong， and not embeddεd in the fat同
body; T -index 45..70. The vasa deferenti乱 short.Ejaculatory duct 8hort， subapically swollen， 
and basally looping ov己rthe rectum from 1巴ftto right; E-index about 34. Ejaculatory sac 




The male internal sexu乱1organs compr匂ea pair of testes and their ducts， a pair of 
accessory glands， anεduct， and an ejaculatory sac 
28. Bigot 
Testes reddish orangeフ ovalto gourd-shaped， and surrounded by the thick fat-body; 
T-index 30-45. Vasa deferentia comparatively short. Accessory glands milky white， oval， 
and the right on巴 placedmore cranially than the left. Ejaculatory duct widest at 
slightly tapering basally， where it loops ovεr the gut from left to right; E-index 
about 190 Ejaculatory sac large， apodeme black， with long fan“shaped stem and oval 
bas巴-plate.
Genus Stomorhina 
The male int巴rnalgenital system i8 made up of two testes and their ducts， a pair of 
accessory glandsヲ anejaculatory duct， and an ej且culatorysac. The arrangement of the male 
internal sexual organs in the abdominal cavity is similar to that in Phormia. 
29. Stomorhina discolor (Fabricius) 
Testes reddish orange， oblong to gourd-shap巴d，and covered with the fat四bodyヲ T-index
33-44. Accessory glands milky white， banana目shapεd. Ejaculatory duct widest at tip， 
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slightly curved， and basally looping over the rectum from left to right; E-index about 15. 




The male internal sexual system is made up of two testes and their outlet ducts， two 
accessory glands， an ejaculatory duct， and an ejaculatory sac. The arrangement of the 
internal sexual organs in the abdominal cavity is similar to that in Lucilia. Crampton (1942) 
figured roughly the male internal sexual organs of Phormia reginα. 
30. Phormia regina Meigen 
Testes reddish orange， oval， often with a constriction at their basal third， and embedded 
in the thick fat-body; T-index about 30 -50. Accessory glands rather long. arcuated. 
Ejaculatory duct milky white， short， widest at tip， slightly curved caudally， where it loops 
over the gut from left to right; Eーindexabout 14. Ejaculatory apodeme black， with fan-
shaped stem and oval base-plate. 
Genus Protoρhormia 
The male internal generative organs consist of a pair of testes with their ducts， a pair 
of accessory glands， an ejaculatory duct， and an ejaculatory sac. The arrangernent of the 
male internal sexual organs in the abdominal cavity is similar to that in Phormia. 
31. Protoρhormia terrae-novae (Robineau-Desvoidy) 
Testes reddish orange， gourd-shaped， sometImes elongate， and usually covered with the 
thick fat-body; T-index 22-40. Accessory glands opaque white， banana-shaped. Ejaculatory 
duct short， widest at tip， slightly tapering basally， where it loops over the gut from left to 




The internal sexual system of the male is made up of the following parts: two testes 
and their ducts， two accessory glands， an ejaculatory duct and an ejaculatory sac. The 
testes and accessory glands are located similarly to those of Lucilia. 
32. Chrysomya megacゆhala(Fabricius) 
Testes reddish orange， oval to elongate， and surrounded by the thick fat.body; T -index 
17 -67. Accessory glands milky white， banana-shaped. Ejaculatory duct short， widest at 
tip， slightly curved， basally tapering， where i t loops over the gut from left to righ t; E-index 
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about 13. Ejaculatory apodeme black， with small fan戸shapedstem and oval 
:3. (Walkerつ
Testes reddish orangeラ ovalto gourd-shaped， and covered with th巴 thickfat-body tissue; 
T-index 29-74. Accessory glands moderately long， banana-shaped. Ejaculatory duct 8hort， 
slightly curved caudally， and basally looping ov巴rthe gut from left to right; E-inde玄呂bout




The internal sexual organs of the mal巴 comprisea pair of testes with their ducts， a pair 
of accessory glands， an ejaculatory ductラ andan ejaculatory sac. 
34. Onesia sp 
Testes reddish orangeフ oval，and with the thick fat-body covεnngsヲ T-index58 -64. 
Accessory glands milky white， banana-shaped， and th日 rightone lying ovεr the left on the 
left side of the ejaculatory duct. Ejacul旦toryduct widest near its tip， slightly curved 
caudally， and basally looping over the rectum from left to right; E-inde玄 about14. 
Ejacul乱toryapodeme with rod-shapεd stem and oval base回
Genus 
The male internal s邑xual organs consist of a pair of testes with their ducts， a pair of 
accessory glands， an duct， and an 巴jaculatorysac. The male sexual org在日sof 
Calliphora eη うhalawere described with i1lustration Lown巴
and Graham.Smith (1938). 
35。 vomitoria (Linnめ
Test日sreddish orange， ov旦1to pyriform， each often with an hour-glass constriction 
subbasally， and usually covered with the thick fat-body; T-index 34-59. Accessory glands 
milky white， long， banan乱 shaped，and the right one lying over the left on the left sid巴 of
the ejaculatory duct. Ejaculatory duct short， widest at tip， slightly curved caudally， and 
b且sallylooping over the rectum from left to right; E-index about 14" Ejaculatory s旦clargeラ
ejaculatory apodeme blackヲ withlargeフ broadfan叶1且pedstem and oval base-plate 
36. Call争horagrahami Aldrich 
Test己sreddish orange， oval to gourd-shaped， and巴mbeddedin the thick fat-bodyフT-index
32-67. Accessory glands moderately 8hort， banana叩shaped，and the right one lying over the 
left on the left side of the ejaculatory duct目 Ejaculatoryduct widest at tip， slightly curved 
caudally， and looping over the rectum from left to right; E-index about 20. 
Ejaculatory s日clargeラ巴jaculatoryapodeme blackフ withlarge broad fan田shapedstem. 
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Genus Tricer，αtoρ'j!ga 
The m呂leinternal sexual organs are made up of a pair of testes， and their ducts， a pair 
01 accessory glands， an unpaired ejaculatory ductフ andan ejaculatory sac. The arrangement 
of the internal sexual organs in the abclominal cavity is similar to that in Call伊hora
m巴ntionedabove 
37 . Triceratoρ'yga call砂horoidesRohdendod 
Testes tinged with reddish orange， oval to gourd-sb日pecl、anclcovered with the thick 
fat-body; T -index 26.-63. Accessory glancls milky white，banana-shapecl， the right one lying 
ov巴rthe left on the left side of the ejaculatory cluct. Ejaculatory duct wid巴stnear its 
commencement， slightly curved caudally， and looping over the rectum from left to right; 
E-index about 19. Ejaculatory apocleme black， with fan-shaped stem 








The male internal sexual organs are composecl of two t巴steswith their ducts， two accessory 
glands， an ejaculatory duct， and乱nejaculatory sac_ 
38. HemiPyrellia ligurriens (Wieclemann) 
Testes reddish orange， oval， each often with an hour-glass constriction at its basal third， 
and usually embedd巴din the thick fat-body tissue; T -index 32 -69. Accessory glands 
long， banana目shaped，and li巴 oneover the other on th巴 leftside of the ejaculatory duct. 
Ejaculatory duct 8hort， widest near its tip， slightly curved caudally， and looping over the 
r巴ctumfrom left to right; E-inclex about 18. Ejaculatory apodeme black， with fan-shaped 
stem. 
Genus Lucilia 
The male internal sexual organs consist of a pair of testes ancl their ducts~ a pair of 
accessory glandsフ anejaculatory duct， ancl an ejaculatory sac. The arrangement of the 
internal sexual organs in the abdominal cavity is simi1ar to that in CalliPhora. The male 
reproductive organs of Lucilia caesar have been alreacly described by Keuchenius (1913). 
39. Lucilia illustris (Meigen) 
Testes reddish orange， ova1 to gourd-shapecl， and covered with the thick fat田bodytissue; 
T-index 35-69. Accessory glands milky white， banana-shaped. Ejaculatory duct short， widest 
near its tip， slightly curved caudally， wh巴reit loops over th巴 rectumfrom left to right; 
E-index about 18. Ejacu1atory sac larg巴 ejaculatoryapodeme a1so large，明アithbroad 
fan-shaped stem and craterirorm base-plat巴.
40. Lucilia caesαr (Linne) 
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Testes reddish orange， oval to gourd-shaped; and the fat-body envelopes present， T-index 
32 -66. Accessory glands milky whi te， ban旦na-shaped.Ejaculatory duct shortヲ wid巴stnear 
its commencementヲ taperingbasally， wher巴 it100ps over the gut from left to right; E-index 
about 14. Ejaculatory apodeme b1乱ck，with broad fan-shaped stem and crateriform base-plate圃
In almost al respects thεstructur記S of th色 malesexual organs of this species are great1y 
similar to those of L. illustris 
41. Luciliα Villeneuve 
Testes reddish orange， oval to gourd-shaped， and the fat-body coverings developed; 
T-index 44-90. Accessory glands banana-8haped. Ejaculatory duct 8hortフ wid巴8tnear its 
comm巴ncement，and b旦sallylooping over the gut from left to right; E-index about 16. 
Ejaculatory apodeme black， with large fan-sh乱ped邑tem.
42. Lucilia (Walkerつ
Testes reddish orange， oval to gourd-shapedヲ andemb日dd日din the fat-body tissue; T-index 
31--64. Accessory glands moderately long， banana-shaped. Ej且culatoryduct slightly curved 
caudally， and looping over the gut from left to right; E--index about 15. Ejaculatoryapodeme 
black， with large fan-shap芭dstem and oval base目plat巴.
43. Lucuia Macquart 
Testes reddish orange， oval to gourd-sh旦 thef乱 envelop巴spresent;τ-.index 
33-630 Accessory glands long， banana-shaped園 Ejaculatoryduct short， slightly curved basally， 
and looping over the gut from left to right; E-index about 14. Ejaculatory apodeme large， 
with broad fan-shaped stem. 
44. Lucilia sericata 巴n
Testes reddish orane， oval often with旦 sharpconstriction at their basal third， and covered 
with the thick fat-body; T -index 38 -61. Accessory milky white， banana寸13ped，
sometimes longer th呂nthe ej旦culatoryducL Ejaculatory duct moderately shortヲ widestat 
tip， curved basally， and looping over the rectum from left to right; E-index about 16 
Ejaculatory apodeme black， with broad fan四shapedstem and small ov旦1base-plate 
45. Luciliα (Wiedemann) 
Testes reddish orangeヲ ovalto gourd司shaped，and surrounded the thick f呂t-body，
T-index 15 -65. Accessory glands banana-shap巴d，rarely twisted. Ejaculatory duct 8hort， 
widest at tipラ basallytapering， where it over the gut from left to right; E-ind巴xabout 
16. Ejaculatory apodeme black， with fan-shaped stem. 
46. Lucilia bufonivora (Moniez) 
Testes reddish orange， oval， and covered with the thick fat-body; T -index 58 -62" 
Accessory glands milky whiteラ banana目shaped. Ejaculatory duct short， tapering basally， where 
it loops over the gut from left to right; E-index about 17. Ejacul乱toryapodeme black， 
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The ll1ale internal sexual systelTl consists of pairecl testes ancl their clucts， paired accessory 
glancls， an ejaculatory duct， and an ejaculatory sac. The testes are located nearly longi圃
tudinally in sYll1ll1etrical position on each sicle of the ll1edian line. 
47. MetoPia leucocePhala (Rossi) 
Testes dark orange or brown， banana-shaped， b旦sallynarrowing， the fat-body coverings 
unobservable; T-index 15 -18. The right one of the vasa deferentia slightly longer than 
the left. Accessory glands opaque white， rather short， weakly folclecl at basal third， apically 
swollen. Ejaculatory duct 8hort， gently curvecl basally， ancl looping over the rectum from 
left to right; E-index about 18. Ejaculatory sac large， ej且culatory apodeme black， wi th 
long fan-shaped stell1. 
Sub{am. Agriinae 
Genus Sarcoρhilα 
The male internal reproductive organs cOll1prise two testes with their outlet ducts， two 
accessory glands， an ejaculatory duct， and an 巴jaculatorysac. The testes are located 
longitudinally in sYll1l11etrical position on each sic1e of the abdol11inal cavity. 
48. SarcoPhila cinerea (Fabricius) 
Testes r巴ddishorange， oblong， oft巴nwith a transverse constriction at the basal third， anc1 
not el11b巴ddedin the fat-body; T-index 19-38. Accessory glands opaque white， folded 
several til11巴s，apically swollen. Ejaculatory duct ll1ilky white， widest at tip， rather short， 
and basally looping over the gut frOl11 left to right; E--index about 31. Ejaculatory sac 




The internal reproductive organs of the l11ale are cOl11posed of two testes， and their ducts， 
pairec1 accessory glands， an ejaculatory duct， and an ejaculatory sac. The longitudinal axes 
of the testes run nearly parallel with th巴l11edianline of the abdol11en 
49. Blaesoxipha jaρonensis Hori 
Testes r巴dc1ishorangeフ largeラ oblong，often with a transverse constriction subbasally， and 
not surrounded by the fat-body; T -index 20-28. Vasa deferentia long， slender. Accessory 
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s己veraltimes， and swollen¥Ejaculatory duct 
white， widest near its tip， slightly winding c呂udally，and looping over the gut from left to 
right; E-index about 28. 
base-plate 
black， with fan-shaped stem and oval 
50. BlaesoxiPha laticornis CMeigen) 
Test巴sreddish orange， large， with a transv己rs巴 constrictionat their basal third， 
and not covered with the fat-bodyヲ T-index 25 -30 . Accessory glands op旦quewhite， folded 
several times， distally broaden. Ejaculatory duct comparatively short， widest near its tip， 
tapering basal!yヲ andlooping over th己 gutfrom left to right; E-ind日xabout 30. Ejaculatory 
apodeme black， with large， fan-shap巴dstem. 
G己nusSarcoρhaga 
The male internal rεproductive organs are composed of two testes with their duc七s，paired 
accessory glands， an ejaculatory duct， and an ejaculatory sac. The testes are more or less 
large i1. comparisol1 with th己 andare located on each sid巴 ofthe 
abdomen. The intemal anatomy of the male reproductive organs of the sarcophagid flies， 
as far出 thepres巴ntwriter could ascertain， has been studied only by the following two 
authors Dufourく1851)for SarcoPhag，αand Keuchenius (1913) for SarcoPhaga 
cαrnαna. 
510 SarcOlうhaga'I1el側 uraMeigen 
Testes reddish orange， larg久 oblong，and not surrounded by the fat-body; T-index 19-34. 
Accessory glands milky 
duct widest at 
right; E-index about 36. 
52. SαrCOlうhαgasp. 
folded serveral timesフ anddistally broadening. Ejaculatory 
curved c旦 andlooping over the gut from left to 
αllatory black， with fan.shap己d5t巴m.
Testes reddish orange， oblong，旦ndnot embedded in the fat七ody; T-i1.d巴x 16-34. 
Accessory glands opaqu巴 white，irregularly coiledラ distally swollen. Ejaculatory duct long， 
loosely winding， and basally looping over the rectum from left to right; E-index about 43. 
Ejaculatory apodem色 black， with fan-shaped stem. 
53. SarcOlりhaga CRohd己ndorf)
Testes reddi5h orange， oblong， and not embedded in the fat】body; T -index 26 -37. 
Accessory glands milky white， fold巴d several times， swollen apically. Ejaculatory duct 
comparatively short， slightly curved， basally tapering， and looping over the gut from left to 
right; E-index about 38. Ejaculatory apod巴meblack， with fan-shaped stem. 
54. Sar，正0)うhagacaudagalli Bottcher 
T己stesreddish orange， oblong， and not covered with the fat-body; T-index 18-39. 
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glands milky white‘folded several times， distally swollen. Ejaculatory duct short， gently 
curvecl b乱sal1y，and looping over the gut from 1巳ftto right; E-index about 26. Ejacul日tory
apod己mechitinized， with fan-shaped stell1. 
55. Sarcothaga el宅ctaHo 
Testes redclish orange， oblong， often with a transverse constriction at their basal thirdラ
and not surrouncled by the fat-boc1y tissue; T-.ind巴x23-28. Accessory glancls opaque whiteラ
folcl巴clseveral times， swol1en clistally. Ejaculatory c1uct short， gently curved， and basally 
looping over the rectum from left to right; E-index about 20. Ejaculatory apoc1eme 
chitinized， with narrow fan-shaped stem. 
56. Sarcothaga basalis Walker 
Testes reddish orange， largeヲ oblong，sometimes with a transverse constriction at their 
basal third; and the fat-body envelopes absent; T-index 30 -40. Accessory glands loosely 
coiled s巴veraltimes， distally swollen. Ejaculatory duct long司 foldedirregularly， tapering 
basally， and looping over the rectum from left to right; E--inc1ex about 65. Ejaculatory 
apodeme chitinizedフ andwith fan-shaped stem. 
57 _ Sarcoρhaga josCJうhiBottch巴r
T巴stesreddish orange， large， oblong， often cOl1stricted subbasally; and the fat-body 
coverings unrecognizable; T -index 16 -29 _ Acc巴ssoryglands op且quewhite， comparatively 
long， sever且 timescoiled， distally swollen. Ejaculatory c1uct comparatively short， loosely 
winc1ing， anc1 basally it loops over the rectum from left to right; E-index 8lbout 42_ 
Ejaculatory apoc1e11le large， with fan-sh日p巴dstem. and oval ba飽田plate.
58. Sarcoρhαga kagaensis Hori 
Testes rec1ish orange， large， oblong， ancl without the fat七oc1yenvelopes; T-inclex 20-30. 
Acc巴ssoryglands longラ complicatec11yentanglec1， c1istally swollen. Ejaculatory c1uct moderate 
in length句 folc1ec1several times， anc1 basally looping ov巴rthe rectum from left to right; 
E-inc1ex about 45. Ejaculatory apoc1eme black， with fan-shapec1 ste11l. 
59. Sαrcothaga jezensis Hori 
Testes rec1ish orange， oblong; ancl the fat-bocly envelopes absent; T -ind巴x 20-42_ 
Accessory glanc1s 11lil王ywhit巴フ folc1ec1 several times， swollen c1istally. Ejaculatory c1uct folc1ed 
several times， basally narrowing， looping over the gut from left to right; E-inc1ex 8lbout 47 _ 
Ejaculatory apoc1eme chitinizec1， with fan-shaped stem 
60. Sarcoρhaga albicets Meig巴n
Testes rec1c1ish orange， larg巴， oblong， often narrowing subbasally; anc1 not cover巴c1with 
the fat-boc1y; T -inc1ex 17 -35. Accessory glanc1s milky white， folc1ecl several times， swollen 
clistally. Ejaculatory c1uct long， folded several timesフ andbasally looping over the gut from 
left to right; E-.index about 51. Ejaculatory apodeme black， with large fan-shaped stem 
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61. tsushimae Senior-White 
Testes reddish orang巴， oblong， often narrowing subbasally; and th巴fat-bodyenvelopes 
undeveloped; T -index 22 -33圃 Acc巴ssory glands with irregular coils， distally swolleno 
Ejaculatory duct very long， complicatedly entangled， and basally looping over the rectum 
from left to right; E-index about 139. Ejaculatory apodeme wIth fan-shaped stem 
62. Sarcoρ brevicornis Ho 
Testes reddish orange， oblong， and not surrounded by the fatゐody;T -index about 17 -35圃
Accessory glands whiteヲ foldedseveral times irregularly， swollen apically圃 Ejaculatoryduct 
a180 entangled complicatedly， basally narrowing， and looping over the rectum from left to 
right; E-index about 920 Ejaculatory apodeme with fan-shaped sterrL 
630 Sarcojうhagamisera Walk巴r
Testes reddish orange， oblong， often subbasa!1y narrowing， and not embedded in the 
fat-body; T -index 21-46 0 glands milky white， winding complicatedly， distally 
swolleno Ejaculatory duct folded s巴veraltimes， and basally looping o'1er the rectmIl 
from left to right; E-index about 91. Ejacu1atory apodem巴 v批hfan-shaped stemo 
64. Sarcothaga Pandellる
T由民sr巴ddishor且ng巴ヲ oblong，distally narrowing; and the fat-body co'1erings unde'1eloped; 
T -index 15-28. Accessory glands opaque white， long， complicatedly entangled， and apically 
swollen. Ej且culatoryduct widest at tip， loosely winding several times， and basal!y it loops 
over the rectum from left to right; E-ind己xabout 88. Ejaculatory apodeme black， with 
fan-shaped stem園
65. similis Meade 
Testes r巴ddishorange， oblong， often with且 tr乱ns'1erseshallow constriction at their basal 
third， nar口rowl出ngd品18計tal砂yヲ andnot su凶lrrounded 出h色 fa討t司body;T一」一
glands mi日 whi註t旬日， 'Nl出nd占ingifr町egl叫ユ~la担r、.1匂y， swollen at Ejacul旦toryduct a180 complicatedly 
entangled， and basally looping over the gut from left to right; E-index about 89. Ej且culatory
apodeme large， with fan田shapεdstem and oval bas巴司plate.
66. Sarcojうhagakaωayuensis Kano 
Tεstes r巴ddishorangeラ oblong，narrowing at their basal third， and without the fat目body
co'1巴rings; T -ind日x 22-290 Accessory glands milky white， coiled several tim巴s，distally 
swollen. Ejaculatory duct short， slightly windingフproximallynarrowing， and basally looping 
0'1ぽ thegut from left to right; E--index -about 42圃 Ejaculatoryapodeme small， with 
fan-shaped stem. 
67. Sarcoρhaga crass妙。ltisMacquart 
Testes reddish orange， oblongヲ andnot cover巴dwith the fat白bodytissue; T-index 20-.310 
Accessory glands opaque white， folded s己'1eraltimes irregularly， apically swollen. Ejaculatory 
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duct long， entangled complicatedlyヲ andbasa!ly looping over the rectum from left to right; 
E-inc1ex about 123. Ejaculatory apodeme chitiniz巴dフ stemfan-shaped. 
68. Sarcoρhagt.αρeregrina Robineau四Desvoidy
Testes recldish orange， very large， oblongラ oftenwith a cleep constriction at th巴irbasal 
third; the fat田bodycoverings乱bsent;T-index 20-42. Acc巴ssoryglancls white， foldecl s巴V巴ral
tim巴s，swo!len apica!ly. Ejacu1atory duct rather 8ho1't， slightly cu1'ved， ancl basally looping 
over the gut from left to right; E-index about 45. Ejaculatory apoc1eme large， stem 
fan-8hapec1 
69. Sarcoρhaga settentrionalis CRohclenclorf) 
Testes rec1clish o1'ange， 0 blong; the fat同boclycoverings absent; T -inclex 20日 35. Accessory 
glanc1s folclec1 several times irregularly， c1istally swollen. Ejaculatory c1uct comparatively 
8hort， slightly curved basa!ly， where it loops over the gut from left to right; E-index about 
41. Ejaculatory apocleme with large fan-shapec1 stem. 
70. Sω'coρhaga schutzei Kramer 
Testes 1'ec1ish orange， oblong， often with a constriction at their basal third， and not 
enveloped by the fat-bocly; T -index 17 -25. Acc巴ssoryglands long， complicatedly entangled， 
distally swollen. Ejaculatory duct coilecl complicateclly， and basal!y it loops over the gut 
from left to right; E-index about 94. Ejaculatory apodeme black， stem fan-shaped. 
71 . Sarcothaga antilojうeBottcher 
Testes redc1ish orange， oblongヲ oftenwith a cleep constriction at their basal third; and the 
fat-body envelopes wanting; T -index 27-33. Accessory glancls whiteフ foldecl irregular1y， 
clistal!y swollen. Ejaculatory duct rath巴r8hort， folded several times， ancl basaHy looping 
ov巴rthe gut from left to right; E-inclex about 43. Ejaculatory apodeme black， wi th 
fan-shapecl stem. 
72. Sarcothagt.αkinoshitai Hori 
Testes reclclish orange， large， oblong， often with a transverse constriction at their basal 
thircl; the fat四bodyenvelopes wanting; T -inclex 16 -41. Accessory glancls long， coiled s巴veral
times， swol!en apical!y. Ejaculatory cluct long， complicateclly entanglecl， and basally looping 
over the rectum from left to right; E-inclex about 111. Ejaculatory apoclerne large， wi th 
fan司shapeclstem. 
73. Sarcoρhaga hozawαHori 
Testes recldish orange， oblong， often with a transverse constriction at their basal third， 
anc1 not embec1eec1 in the fat目boc1y;T -inc1ex 18 -27. Accessory glands long， foldecl several 
times， distally swollen. Ejaculatory duct miU::y white， moderate in length， and basally it 
loops over the rectum from left to right; E-index about 71. Ejaculatory apodeme black， 
stem fan-shaped. 
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74. hakusana Hori 
Testes reddish orange，巴longate，often n旦rrowingsubbasally， and without the fat-body 
T -index 15 -25. Accessory glands folded several times， wid日5tat 
Ejacu1atory duct vεry long， entangled complicatedly， and basally looping over the rectum 
from left to right; E-index about 107. Ejaculatory apodeme black， with long fan-shaped 
stem. 
75. Sarcothaga kobayashii Hori 
Testes r巴ddishorangε， large， oblongラ oftenwith a shallow constriction at their basal third; 
and the fat凶bodycov記ringswanting; T-index 13-.27. Accessory glands long， complicatedly 
coiled， apically swollen. Ej且culatoryduct long， folded s巴veraltimes，旦ndbasally looping 
over the r己ctumfrom left to right; E-index about 9L Ejaculatory apodeme black，呂tem
fan“shaped 
76. hokurikuensis Hori 
Testes reddish orange， often subb日 andnot surrounded the 
fat-body; T -index 18-2'7. Acc巴ssoryglands opaqu巴 white，foldεd irregularly， apically 
swollen. Ejaculatory duct long， basally n且rrowing，and looping over th己 gutfrom left to 
right; E-oindex about 92. Ejaculatory apodeme black， with fan-shaped stem. 
Fam. Phasiidae 
Genus Ectojうhasia
The male internal sexual organs consist of two t巴stes，their ducts， p乱iredaccessory glands， 
an eiaculatorγduct，註ndan ejaculatory saco 
77. Ectolうhasiasinensis Villeneuve 
Testes reddish OI・ange，oblong， narrowing distally; thεfat-body unobservable: 
T -index 28 -39. Accessory glands milky white， oblong， the left one over th巴 right
one. Vas呂 deferenti且 opaquewhite. Ejaculatory duct milky white， widest at tip， twice 
folded medially， somewhat swollen basally， and looping over the rectum from left to right; 
E-index about 29. Ejaculatory apodeme black， stem rod-sh乱pedand base-plate oval 
Fam. Dexiidae 
G己nus
The internal reproductive system of the male is made up of paired testes and their outlet 
ducts， paired accessory gl旦nds，an ejaculatory duct， and an ejacul旦torysac圃
78. Succingulu111~ transivittatum Pandell品
Testes reddish orange， somewhat lamp白shaped，apically and not surrounded 
the fat-body; T -index 38 _0 39 . Vasa defer百 lti且 milkywhite， the right one slightly longer・
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than the left. Accessory glands opaque white， ovalフ bothlying on the left si de of the 
己jaculatoryduct. Ejaculatory duct short， widest at tip， slightly curved basally， and looping 
over th巴 rectumfrom left to right; E-index Rbout 15. Ejaculatory apodeme black， with 
rod-shapecl stem. 
Genus Prosena 
The mal巴 internalsexual organs consist of two testes and th巴irducts， two accessory 
glands， an ejaculatory duct， and an ejaculatory sac. Th巴 longitudinalaxes of the testes run 
nearly parallel with the m氏lianline of the abclomen. 
79. Prosena siberita Fabricius 
Testes pale greenish yellow， tapering distally， lamp司shaped，and seemingly covered with 
the fat-bocly; T -index 45 -46. The vasa deferen1:Ia milkyァ white，very short. Accessory 
glands opaque whi te， elongate， slightly short巴rthan the testes. Ejaculatory duct milky 
whiteフ widestat tip， short， slightly curved， and basally looping over the rectum from left to 
right; E-index about 13. Ejaculatory apodeme chitinized， with rod-shapecl stem 
Fam. Tachinic1ae 
Genus Servillia 
The male internal sexual organs are composed of pairec1 testes with their c1ucts， paired 
acc巴ssoryglands， an ejaculatory duct and an ejacul且torysac. 
80. Servillia jakovlewu Portschinsky 
Testes pale greenish yellow at middle， whit巴 elsewhere; lamp-shaped， tapering apical1y， 
anc1 not covered with the fat-body; T-inclex 25 -38. Vasa deferentia milky white， long. 
Accessory glands opaque white， oblong， the left one lying over the right on the left side of 
the ejaculatory duct. Ejaculatory duct widest at tip， slightly curved， basally narrowing， and 
looping over the gut from left to right; E-吋indexabout 12. Ejaculatory sac small， apodeme 
black with sma11 rod同likestem 
Genus Echinomya 
Th巴 maleinternal sexual system is macle up of the following parts two testes and 
their ducts， two accessory glands， an ejaculatory duct， and an ejaculatory sac. 
81. Echinomya micado Kirby 
Testes pale yellowish green pigmented mec1ially， sometimes white in colour， larnp-shaped， 
tap巴ringapically， and not surround巴dby the fat司boc1ytissue; T -index 32-39. Vasa deferentia 
white， long. Accessory glands opaqu巴 white，sma11， elongate oval， the left one lying over 
the right on the left sic1e of the ejaculatory c1uct. Ejaculatory duct milky white， widest at 
tip， slightly curvec1司 narrowingbasally， and looping over the rectum from left to right; 
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E..:.index about 15目 apodem色 withsmaH .stem. 
Genus 
The m旦l日 internalreproductive organs comprise a pair of testes呂ndtheir outlet ducts， a 
pair of accessory glands， an ejaculatory duct， and an ejaculatory sac. 
82. Chrysosoma aurata Fallen 
Testes milky white， often pale gr巴enishyellow pigmented m巴dially，lamp-shaped， distally 
tapering， and seemingly surrounded by the coarse fat-body; T-index 35-41. Vasa deferentia 
op且quewhit巴， the right one slightly longer than the left. Accεssory glands opaque white， 
oblong， distally swoll巴九 and the right one lying ventrally to the ejaculatory duct. Ejaculatory 
duct milky white， widest at tip， and coiled once m巴dially，and basally looping over the 
gut from left to right; E-index about 17. Ej旦culatorys旦c1arge， b1乱ck，
with stem rod-shaped. 
Genus Stunnia 
The male internal sexual organs consist of a pair of tεstes and their outlet ducts， an 
ejaculatory duct and an ejaculatory sac. The male internal genital org旦nsof Sturmia 
sericariae were already d出 crib巴dand五guredroughly by Sasaki (1886)。
83 . Sturmia sericαriae Cornalia 
Testes whit巴， but m巴diallypale greenish yellow， lamp-shaped， distally taperingヲ andnot 
embedd巴din the fat司bodytissue; T -index 32-.51. There are a pair of small globular 
tubercles on the top of th己己jaculatoryduct. Judging from their generai structure and 10cation 
on the ejaculatory duct， the present writer considers th巴m to be the rudiments of tne 
accessory glands. But thes邑brganswere described Sasaki (1886) as the seminal reservoIrs 
Ejaculatory duct 8hort， widεst at tip， and basally looping over th巴 rectumfrom left 
10 right; E-index about 10. Ej且culatorysac apodem日 blackstem faル shaped.
Discussion 
Colour of Testes 
1n almost al thεDiptera the testes are εnveloped two layers : the outer epithelium 
or tunica externa旦ndthe inner epithelium or tuni四 interna(Keuchenius， 1913). The former 
is continuous with the epithelium of the vasa defεrentia and seems often to tear off very 
εasily from the inner epithelium. In th巴 specieswith coloured testes， the out巴rεpithelium
is， according to Keuchenius (1913)， the depository of the pigment granules. The writer 
considers that the outward colouration of the testes of these flies is probably due to the 
pigment granules deposited in this layer。
From ext己rnalobservationsヲ thecolours of th巴 testesof the 83 calyptrate muscoids 
examined may be roughly grouped into thr明 cl呂sses(Table 1). 
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Table 1. Comparison of the colours of the testes of 83 species 
of the calyptrate muscoid flies 
ij1ilJil split!?i 
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As seen from T丘ble1ラ the colour of the testes is reddish oran口巴 inmost of the forms b 
examined. In such forms as Lislうe， Myiosρila and 
the testes 且reusually brown in colour， but those of recently emerged f!ies arε 
redclish orange in and Musc.a. in a few forms such as 
Chrysosoma and 
found but only in 
For the purpose of studying th巴 postembryonal in the colour of the testes in these 
calyptrate muscoid f!ies， the larvae of six species were reared in the laboratory. After 
pupation、theywere dissected some before and others after emergence， and the colour of the 
testes w巴reobservecl (Table 2)。
the test巴日呂regr巴巴nishyellow; white on巴sar日 sometimes
Table 2. Change in the colours of the t出 tesin 6 speci巴Sof the calyptratε 
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As seen from Table 2ラ thet巴stesof thes日自iesare generally white in the εarly pupal 
life， and becom色 colouredtowarcls the end of the pupal stage. The change of the colour of 
the tε8tεs during thεcourse of the pupal life is in al the forms progressiv巴 fromgreenish 
yellow through orange to reddish orange. In a few forms such as 時~yra and 
Musca domestica the colours of th巴 tε5t日scontinue to change successively from 
reddish orange to brown or to fuscous even aft巴remergence. 1n other forms， such as 
Scopeuma stercorariumラCalliJうhoragrahαmi， Lucilia sericata and Sarcoρhaga similis， howevεr， 
the colour remains redclish orange throughout the whole adult stage. 
From the experiments and observations mentioned above， itis conjectured that a close 
relation exists between the set of the colours of the testes in the imagoes in these groups 
of f!ies and th巴colourswhich they assume during the p05tembryonal development， 
since every one of the former appears at some postembryonal stage in some of th巴 species
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in question. It would be interesting、notonly ontogenetically but also evolutional1y， tothink 
of the following diagram in explaining the presence of‘ and th巴 relationshipbetween the 3 
kinds of colours of the testes in this group of the calyptrate muscoids. 
greenish yellow→reddish orange→brown 
So far as the writer is aware， Lowne (1893-5) and Hewitt (1907) are the only authors who 
studiecl the postembryonic development of th巴l11alegonads in the calyptrate muscoicl 1:lies. 
But they paid no attention to the colour change of the testes during the pupal and imaginal 
life 
The colour of the testes of adult ins巴ctshas been describ巴clby the following authors for 
various groups Okacla (1956)， Sturtervant (1942)， Spencer (1942)， Patterson & Wheeler 
(1944)， Patterson (1943)， ancl Tan et al. (1949) for DrosoPhila; Smart (1935) for Simulium; 
Keuchenius (1913) for Syrphiclae， Lepticla巴， Musciclae ancl Tipulidae; Miyake (1919) for 
Dacus CTrypaneiclae); Kobayashi (1934) for Trypaneidae; Cholodkovsky (1892) for La.ρhria 
CAsiliclae); Bishop (1920) ancl Snoclgrass (1956) for the honey-bee; Cholodkovsky (1884)， 
Zancler (1903)， ancl Yal11amoto (1956) for Lepicloptera; Kato (1934) for Tanna CCicadidae); 
Arakawa (1934) for Pediculus; Miyamoto (1956) for Plataspiclae ancl Pentatomidae; Togashi 
(1957) for Tenthredcliniclae， ancl oth巴rs.
Frol11 this literature， itis lmown that the colour of the testes of adult insects is di妊erenl
in clifferent insects. But the chel11ical nature of the pigment granules in the outer layer of 
the testes which are responsible for the colour of the testes ancl the physiological mechanism 
controling the colour change of the organ during the postel11bryonal development have not 
been stucliecl yet. 
So far as th巴 writeris aware， however、almostno work concerning the comparative stuclies 
of the colour of the testes in any kind of insects has been done up to the presen t. 
B. Shape of Testes 
As mentioned b巴fore，it was recognizecl that the testes of the calyptrate muscoid 1:lies 
exhibit a great cleal of cliversity of form， not only among different species， but also among 
dif日rent individuals of the sam巴 speci巴s. ThE' original shape， which the test巴S of th巴 83
species examinecl assume immediately after the emergence， may be roughly classi五edinto 
the following five groups. 
1. Oval 
01うhyra，Fannia， Anthomyia， Hydroρhoria， Pegomyia CAnthomyiidae); Orthell初，Musca， 
Graρhomyia， M悶 cina，Dasyphora，月Jrellia，Morellia， 1めliosρ1・la，Stornoxys， Ly戸erosla
CMuscidae); Callz戸hora，Triceratoρ~ ga， Onesia， Hemか'yrellia，Lucilia， Chrysomyia， Phormia， 
Protoρhorrnia， Strongyloneura， StornorhinαC Calli phoridae). 
Spherical， oblong， gourd寸1apedand many oth日rsimilar variations are al i ncluded in 
this group. 
2. Oblong 










Sturmia (Tachinidae); Prosena， 
Since the 2nd， 3rd and 4th of the 5 groups mentioned above are not radically di紅白rent
from onεanother， th巴ymay be put tog巴therand named sponge-cucumbεr shape， and the 
numb巴rof groups reduced to three. 
The testis index which was measured for each specimen of 83 species of the calyptrate 
muscoid f!i四 isshown in Table 3 
This Tabl日 showsthat， with the巴xcεptionof the Tachinidae (s. lat.)， whose testes have 
an extraordinary shape， the calyptrate muscoid flies can bεroughly di vided into two groups: 
one in which the testis index is small， ranging from 10 to 40， and does not differ very 
much with individuals， and the other in which the testis index is fairly large， usually ovεr 
sometim日seven over 80， and differs considεrab1y with individuals. The former group 
comprises the 3rd and 4th types， which have been called spongε-cucumber-shape. As 
W巴 havealready discuss巴d，this g1'oup consists of Scoρeum仏 Blaesox争 and
SarcOJうhila，Meto戸aand oth己1'8.The latte1' group consists of most of th記 Anthomyiida久旦1
th己 Muscidaeand Calliphoridaeヲ whichhav己 beenform己rlyclassi五巴das the五rsttype. Thus 
the above classific乱tioninto 3 large groups is quite justified also on the basis of th巴 testis
index. 
As has be巴nm巴ntioned，the of the testes of this group vary a great deal not only 
int巴rspecificallybut 旦180intr乱specifically園 Thisintraspeci五cdifferεnce il1 th巴 shapeof the 
testes is particul旦rly great in the Muscidae， Calliphoridae and belonging to 
th邑 1sttype. This fact necessitates the following observation 01 the 巴 ofthe t巴stes
during the pupal and imaginal stage8 
For the purpose of studying the postembryonal changes in the shapes of th邑 test巴sln 
these calyptrate muscoid flies the larvae of six species w巴rereared in the labor引 ory.After 
pupation they w巴1'edissected in order to observe the pupal and imaginal d巴vεlopmentof 
their testes. 
From the Texdigur巴 1，it is evident that the testes in their early pupal life have th巴
same ellipsoidal shape il1 al1 th巴 4species. At this r己lativ巴lyearly pupal stage the testes 
of al thes巴 fliesshow but li ttle dif己rencein form. As the pupal development proceeds、
the testis of SarcoPhaga begins to elongate much faster al1d assumes， before the emergence 
of the flyラ thecharact白色ticshape of the adult testis which it retains to the end. In Musca， 
Lucilia and Call紗hora，th己 testesmaintain their ellipsoidal form for a day or more after 
their emergenceラ thena char呂cteristicconstriction occurs at about a third of the length from 
the base of the testes， probably caus巴dby the discharge of the spermatozoa into the vasa 
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Table 3. Comparison of T -index in 83 species of the calyptrate 
muscoid flies 
Species 
T-index (-1一eI一1CEl了tIh-I X 100 
0→110→|ト|ト 140→|恥 160→|恥|
Scopeuma stercorarium 1 1 2 4 
S. mellipes 2 2 
Ophyra leucostoma 1 1 4 5 l 
O. chalcogaster 4 5 3 3 
O. nigra 3 4 2 1 
Fannia scalaris 3 17 10 7 
F. canicularis 3 7 9 14 1 
，F. sp. 5 3 1 
Anthomyia illocata 1 2 1 2 
Hydrophoria ruralis 1 3 
Pegomyia virginω 3 2 1 
Lispe sp. l 12 
Orthellia latipalpis 1 1 2 
Mus，ω domestica vicina 2 7 6 
M. sorbens 1 4 2 6 
M. hervei 5 6 10 
M. convexifrons 1 5 1 
GraPhomyia maculata 2 5 3 1 1 
Muscina stabulans 2 2 3 2 1 
M. angustifrons 1 8 15 4 3 2 
M. pabulorum 1 2 3 2 
DasYiうhoracyanella 1 2 1 
Pyrellia cadaverina 2 3 3 
Morellia hortorum 1 3 1 1 
MyiosJうilameditab官nda 1 3 
Stomoxys calcitrans 6 6 10 3 
Lyρerosia exigua 1 3 9 1 
Strongyloneura prasina 3 3 
Stomorhina discolor 4 2 
Phormia regina 5 2 1 
Protoρhormia terrae.novae 5 6 1 
Chrysomya megacephala 2 2 1 8 8 4 
C. pinguis 1 15 6 3 2 1 
Onesia sp. 1 3 
Calliρhora vomitoria 9 6 3 
C. grahami 1 15 2 6 
Triceratoρ'yga cali.ρhoroides 1 5 3 3 1 
HemiPyrellia ligurriens 1 3 12 3 
Lucilia illustris 1 4 10 7 
L. caesar 4 8 9 5 
L. ampullacea 3 7 2 


















































Servillia jakovlewii 4 I 2 
Echi・問。myamiωdo I 4 
Chrysosoma aurata 2 I 2 I 
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Days b巴foreemergence 
5 3 ') ムJ
Days after emergence 




Text-fig. 1. Change of the shape of the teste5 during the pupal 
and early imaginal life. 1. Muscαdomestica vicina; 2. Callかhora
grahami; 3. Lucilia sericαta; 4. Sarcoρhaga misera. 
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deferentia. Later on this constriction extends apically， 50 that remarkable changes in the 
form of the testes take place with this advance of the age. Final1y， the testes of imagoes 
become more elongated and shriveled about 30 days after em巴rgenceas in Fannia scalaris， 
Chrysomyia megacφhala and others. The range of variation in the shap巴 ofthe testes of 
these groups of flies is more remarkable than with the other groups. According to 
Graham-Smith (1938) the lower third of the testes of CalliPhora eりthrocφhalase巴msto 
function as a pump， forcing th巴 developedspermatozoa into the vasa deferentia. 1t is likely 
that the discharg巴 ofthe spermatozoa is to a large extent responsible for th巴 changein 
form of the testes. 
Consequently it is clear th且tthe di任erencesin the shape of the adult testes within a 
single species correlat巴 closelyto the ag巳 ofthe adult flies. 1t may be appropriate to r巳gard，
therefore， that the initial shape of the testes of the newly emerged flies has a great巴f
signi五cancefrom the taxonomic viewpoint than that of the aged ones. The shape of the 
testes is， during the ear1y imaginal life， almost the same within a species; consequently it 
constitutes a good group character. 
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c. Fat-body Tissue 
The fat-body tissue which densely covers the whole surface of the testes of the adult 
flies was already observed in several Diptera by some authors; e. g. by Lowne (1893 -5) on 
Call争horaerythroceρhala， by Keuchenius (1913) on TiPula， Le.ρtis， Dicranomyia， Lucilia 
and Pollenia. But the physiological significance of the fat-body envelopes of the testes of 
the adult inseets has not been y巴tstudied. In al the members of the Calliphoridae here 
examined， the testes ar巴 enclosedby thick fat-body tissue， while in the remaining groups 
the fat-body envelopes of the testes of the adult flies were found only in Chrysosoma 
aurata (Tachinidae) and Prosena siberita (D巴xiidae).
D. Vasa Deferentia 
The vasa deferentia are usually simple in structure and connect the testes with the 
ejaculatory duct. In the species in which the ejaculatory duct is fairly long， such as Sarcoρhaga 
and Musca， the right and left ducts have about the same length. However， in some other 
species， especially in those in which the ejaculatory duct is short， the right ducts are often 
longer than the corresponding left ones. In almost al cases the left and right testes are 
symmetrical in posi tion in th巴 abdominal四 vity. The writer has found no instance of the 
right testis being located distinctly more cranially than the left one as Keuchenius (1913) 
observed. 
E. Accessory Gland目
The ac氾essoryglands are wanting in the Scatophagidae and Muscida巴 Insome species 
of the Anthomyiidae such as Fannia， Anthomyia， and劫Idroρhoria，the accessory glands 
are developed， but th巴yare wanting in some others such as. Ophyr，αIn the Calliphoridae， 
Sarcophagidae， Phasiidae， Dexiidae， and Tachinidae， the accessory glands. are generally well 
developed. 
Lisρe sp. examined lacks normal acc巴ssoryglands which open into the top of the ejaculatory 
duct， but possesses a long process at the middle of the ejaculatory duct. Such a conspicuous 
process does not occur in any other species of the calyptrate muscoid flies examined. The 
present writer considers this process of Lispe sp. to be an ac氾essorygland in viewof the 
fact that the accessory glands are located at the middle or near the base of the duct in 
Syrphus ribesi and Rhingia rostrata (SyrphidaめくseeKeuchenius， 1913). 
In Sturmia sericariae the accessory glands are two tiny tubercles whichare situated on 
the top of the ejaculatory duct. 
From the above， the principal types of accessory glands maybe divided intothe following 
groups by their morphological characteristics. 
1. No ac氾essoryglands 
Scojうeuma(Scatophagidae); Ophyra， Pegomyia (Anthomyiidae); Orthellia， Musca， Graρhomyia， 
Muscina， Dasyphora， Pyrellia， Morellia， Myios.ρila， Stomoxys， Lyρerosia (Muscidae). 
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2. Papill日ry
Sturmia (Tachinidae). 
3. Spherical or ellipsoidal 
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Fannia， AlItl;ωmyia (Anthomyiidae); Strongyloneura (Calliphoridae); Echinomyaラ Chryso・
somaフ Servillia(Tachinidae); Succingulum (D巴xiidae)，Ectophasia (Phasiidae). 
4. Banana-shaped 
Hydroρhoria (Anthomyiidae); Calliphora， Tricemtopyga， Onesia， HemiPyrellia， Lucili九
Chrysomya， Phormia， Protophorrnia， Stomorhina (Calliphoridae); MetoPia (SarcGphagidae); 
Prosena (Dexiida巴〉
5. Coiled 
BlaesoxiPha， Sarcoρhaga， Sαrcoρhila (Sarcophagidae). 
6. Rod-shaped 
Lispe (Anthomyiidae). 
As for the Anthomyiidae， therefore， there are acc巴ssoryglanc1s in Fannia， ~4nthomyiα 
anc1 Hydroρhoria， though th巴 organsare undeveloped in 0ρhyra anc1 Pegomyia. This proves 
that the Anthomyiic1ae may be divic1ed into 2 main groups by the presence or absence 
of the accessory glands. Th巴reforeit is certain that the family Anthomyiidae is th巴 αkey
group" for clarifying the evolution of the Calyptratae from the phylogenetic vie¥"ァpoint(see 
Crampton， 1942)噌
Among the Calliphoridae， the accessory glanc1s of the genera Stomorhinα， Luciliaフ
Chrysomya， Phormia， ProtoJうhormia，Hemipyrellia， Call伊horaand Tricemtopyga are banana回
shaped， while those of Strongyloneum且reellipsoidal in fonn. 
Among the Sarcoph乱gidae，the accessory glancls of MetoPia ar己 banana-shapedas in the 
Calliphoridae. In the Sarcophaginae the acc巴ssoryglanc1s vary greatly in size and shape 
int巴rsp巴Cl五cally，but the wrIter has been unable to c1iscover any useful grouping characters 
in these clifferenc巴s
The accessory glands of the Tachinidae， Dexiidae and Phasiidae are often el] ipsoiclal or 
b旦nana-shapec1in form. There seems， therefore， to exist a greater affinity between the 
Tachinicla巳 (5.lat.) anc1 the Calliphoric1ae than between the former and the Sarc臼phagiclae.
F. Ejaculatory Duct 
The forms of ejaculatory ducts ar巴 roughlydi vid巴dinto 3 main groups as follows 
1. N-shap巴dwinding 
Lispe (Anthomyiidae). 
2. Short， sometimes C-shaped winc1ing 
Scopeumα(Scatophagidae); Fannia， Anthomyia， Hydroρhoria，。ρhym，Pegomyia仁Anthomy備
iidae); Stomoxys， LYlうerosia(Muscidae); Calliphorida巴 Metoρia(Sarcophagidae)主 Servillia，
Echinomyaフ Chrysosoma，Sturmia (Tachinic1ae)フ Phasiidae，Dexiidae 
3. Long， som巴timescoiled 
OrthelliaフGraρhomyia，Muscina， MuscσDasYlうhom，Pyrellia， Morellia， 1¥ゐliosμla(I¥1uscidae); 
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旦gidae).
In the Muscidae and Sarcophagidae， the manner of the winding of the ejaculatory duct 
van己sgreatly in di任er己ntsp巴Cle民 butth邑 writ己rhas been unable to discover in the di妊邑rεnce
any useful characteristics for classification， 
Table 4. Comparison of E-index in 83 species of the calyptrate muscoid fli日S
INumber 0引 1 凶umberofl | むよU つE-index 1 ド WIE-index Sp巴cies 1 specim即時 Species 司氏 i | iIお Average)1 ν |山ni訪問vera阿
ScopeU1到。 sterιorariu例 3 27 1 Lρapue 開~s 3 14 
S.押alliPes 2 36 1 L sericロ~ 3 ~ 
0ρhyra leucosto附a 3 30 1 L cuprina 3 16 
O. chalcogaster 3 ぬ I!L. 伽fonivora 1 17 
O.抑igra 3 29 1 Metopia leucocePhala 2 18 
F仰時iascalaris 3 14 I1 Sarcゆhilacinerea 3 31 
F. canicularis 3 20 1 Blaesoxiρha japonensis 2 28 
F. sp. 3 17 1 B. laticornis 2 30 
Anthornyiαiloωta 3 23!1 Sarcoρha邸側elanura 3 36 
HydroPhoria r封印lis 2 16 1 S. sp. 3 43 
Pegomyia virgi押印 2 18 1 S. ug.担問ski 3 38 
Lispe sp. 3 47 1 S. caud，日伊li 3 26 
Orthellia lati仰lpis 3 107!1 S. erecta 3 20 
Musca domestiω vici削 3 150 1 S. basalis 1 65 
M. sorbens 3 121 1 S. josejJhi 3 42 
M. hervei 3 93 1 S.加gae岡山 3 45 
M.ωnvexifi仰向s 3 初 6 1 S. jezensis 3 47 
GrapJlOmya maculata 3 148 1 S. albiceps 3 51 
Musci向。 stabulans 3 134!1 S. tsushimae 3 139 
M.開 gustifrons 3 161 1 S. br削 ωrnis 3 92 
M.μbulorum 3 247 1 S。阿sera 3 91 
DasYPhoraりanella 2 95 1 S. har主ax 3 88 
9 P乃'yreωl恥必 Cαad，αω世E例f付i河附a 2 7η3 1 S. si附問ilisお 3 8印
Morelli似ah加or巾t初or仰u附 2 9叩2 1 S. k加惚況仰ay
M)〆IWSφ戸ilμG附 t凶dit初ab伽u削4付?悶tda 2 200 I1 s園 CぴraωS5!;ρうal砂戸i“s 3 123 
St初om刊10侃xy戸Y悶Sιω窃lcitrans 3 34 1 S.戸eregrina 3 45 
Lyperosis exigua 2 34 1 S. seβfωtrio仰 lis 3 41 
Strongyloneura prasi叩 3 19 1 S. schutzei 3 94 
Stomorhina discolor 3 15 il S. antilope 3 43 
Phormia regina 4 14 1 S. kinoshitai 3 111 
ProtoPhor問 iaterra目白河ωae 1 6 15 1 S. hozawai 3 71 
Chrysomya持zegacephala 3 13 1 S. hakusana 1 107 
C.ρi河guis 3 15 1 S. kobayashii 3 91 
0同esiasp. 1 14!1 S. hokuri涜um~ 3 ~ 
Calliphora叩隅itoria 3 14 I1 Ectoρhasia sinensis 2 29 
C. grahami 3 20 1 Succingulum transvittafu附 1 15 
Triceratopyga cal伊horoides1 3 19 1 Prosena siberita 2 13 
H側仰向lialigurriωtS 3 18 1 Servillia jakωlewii 3 12 
Lucilia illustris 3 18 1 Ec的側'yamicado 3 15 
L. caesar 3 14 1 Chrysoso叩aaurata 3 17 
L. ampullacea 3 16 1 Stur間 iasericariae 3 10 
L 仰ゆhyri仰 3 15 I 
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The ejacu1atory duct index which is the ratio (x 100) of the tota1 1ength of the 
巴jacu1atoryduct to the body length was l1leasured for each specil1len examinec1 乱sshown in 
Table 4. 
The values of the ejacu1atory duct inc1巴xof the 
8 fami1ies are shown in Tabl巴 5.Values of th巴
index below 50 were obtained for the Scatophagi-
clae， Anthol11yiidae， Calliphoriclae， Phasiic1ae， 
Dexiiclae ancl Tachinidae. The values of the 
inclex c1ifer greatly in the Muscic1oe， being below 
40 in the Stomoxyclinae， anc1 as large as 247 in 
the Muscinae. 
1n the Sarcophagidae too， the index varies wide1y 
from 18 to 139. 1t is below 50 in the M巴topiina巴，
Agriinae and a1so in S0l1le forms of th巴
Sarcophaginae e. g. Blaesoxψha and S0l1le species 
T丘ble5. Comparison of the 
1'ange of E四indexin 8 families 
of th巴 calyptratel11US∞id :flies 
Family I R叩 ofE-inc1広
Scatophagidae 27 - 36 
Anthomyiidae 14 - 47 
Muscidae 34 -247 
Calliphoridae 13 - 20 




13 - 15 
10 - 17 
of the Sarcoρhαga e. g. the ugamskii， basalis， erecta and caudagalli group which have 3 
dorso司centralbristles. Among the Sarcophagillae， how巴ver，those with 4 dorso.centra1 bristles 
have a larger index， mostly over 50. 
G. Ejaculatory Sac and Apodeme 
The ejaculatory sac is a clilation of the basa1 pa1't of the ejaculato1'Y c1uct. This organ was 
first cliscoverecl by Bruel (1897) in CallかhoraerythrocePhala. It usually contains a darkly 
pigmentecl chitinous sclerite， nal11ely ejaculatory apoclem鳥 whichwas cliscovered by Hewitt 
(1907) in the ejaculatory sac of Musca domestica. This sclerite i8 of great importance in 
clri vIng the cont巴ntsthrough the ejaculatory cluct (Graham-Sl11ith， 1938). The ejaculatory 
1 ß~山lJJ~rSð~8Ö
2Ið~ß6ßßð~ι 
Text-fig. 2. Ejaculatory apocl巴mesof Callilりho1'avomitol'ia. The 
illustration shows the growth of the ejaculatory apoclemes cluring the 
ear1y imaginal life. 1， Apoclemes of one day-olcl imagoes; 2， The 
same of fiv巴clay-olcl imago巳s;3， The same of sev巴nday-olc1 imagoes 
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在日lesof certain sp日ciestend to grow in form even after the emergenc色 of thε adult 
flies， firtally assuming a form which 18 characteristic of their respective spεcies as shown in 
Text-fig. 2. 
As has alr巴adybeen descri bed， th巴 stemsof the apodemes of the 83calyptrate muscoid 
are classifi巴dinto th巴 3types. 
1. No ejaculatory sac and apodeme 
Fannia (Anthomyiidae). 
2. Rod回shap巴d
Scopeuma (Sc且tophagidae); 0ρhyra， 品物01幼oria，Pegomyia， Lispe (Anthomy-
iida) ;う DasYlう Morelli図αフ MyioSlうilaラ




Triceratopy ga， Hem妙 Lucilia(Calliphoridae);ρza， 
田〉。
1n th巴lVIuscid乱巴，台 Muscaand many other genera have rod-shap巴d
apod巴mes. Only 3 of the species of genus Muscina examin巴dhad fan-shaped apodemes. 
1n the Scatophagidae and Anthomyiidae which 旦regenerally considered primitiv鳥 a1 the 
sp巴clese羽 minedhad rod-shaped旦podemes.
!t should be noticed， therefore， that some of the primitive muscoids s巴己m to have rod司
shaped apodemes， while the advanced often seem to have fan-shaped on己目。
H. 'forsIon of EjacuJatm:y Duct 
Bruel has observed for the五rsttime a rotatIon of the ejaculatory duct round the 
rectum in う加la.Minchin ， who studied the internal 
of the tsetse-fly (Glossinaβα砂αlis)，observed a loop of the ejaculatory duct .round the rectum_ 
Feuerborn (1922)ラ instudying the mal日 genitaliaof Diptera， came to the conclusion that 
the genital segments in male CalliPhora performed a rotation of 360 degre巴s_ 日記 introduced
the term 吋ircumversum"for the rotation of the ejaculatory duct. Schrδd日r(1927) a1so 
observed the hypopigium of Call伊horaerythrocePhala and considered that the torsion of the 
ejacu1atory duct was the result of a complete clockwise rot乱tion，s巴巴nf.rom the rear， of the 
terminal segments during thεpupal development. Recently Hardy (1944) mad巴旦 special
examination of th日 scleritesof the male terminalia of and supported the above 
mentioned rotation theory園 1nDrosojうhilamelanogaster a1so， which is a more primitive 
species than the above， a complete clockwise rotation of the ejaculatory duct around the 
hind叩1Iwas noticed (Gleich旦uf，1936). However， some recent taxonomists such as Ferris 
(1950) are reluctant to accept the view that there is a profound torsion of th巴 terminaliain 
the 巴rDiptera such as Drosojうhilaand hold the opinion th乱tsome other expl旦nation
should be sought_ 
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Th巴 manners，in the 83 species examined， of the winding of the ejaculatory duct round 
the hind-gut are of the following two types. 
a 
b 
Text-fig. 3. Diagramatic i1lustration showing two types of torsion of 
the ejaculatory duct (lateral aspect). 1， Lisρe sp.; 2， Call争hora
grahami; A， anus; AG， accessory gland; AR， anal part of recturn ; 
ED， ejaculatory duct; ES， ejaculatory sac; GSn， 2nd genital segment; 
Ph， phallosome; RP， rectal pouch; T， testis; VD， vas deferens. 
1. Counterclockwise torsion (see Text-fig. 3， a). 
The occurance of this type of torsion seems to be very rare in the calyptratae muscoid 
flies， occurring， so far as the writer is aware， only in Lis.ρe sp. As for other forms of 
Diptera， this counterclockwise torsion of th巴 ejaculatoryduct may also occur in Huωcaro・
musca bicolor which is distributed in the dense tropical rain forests of Central America 
(Hall 1947， cf. his Figure 4). 
2. Clockwise torsion (see Text~fig. 3， b). 
The remaining 82 Japanese species which the writer examined exhibit this type of torsion. 
一一一一一一一一一…-
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(1). The male internal sexual organs of 83 Japanese species of the Calyptrat旦e，belong凶
ing to 8 families， were examined園
(2). The colours of the testes of thεadult flies may be divided into the following 
3 groups: (a) pale greenish yellow， (b) reddish orange， くの brownor dark brown. 
During the course of the postembryonal development， the test己sof some species change 
their colour from whit巴throughgr日enishyellow to reddish orange or evεn to brown. In oth巴r
sp巴ciesthe colour suffers similar changes but not 80 completely. Thus the testes of each 
speC1巴sfinally attain a colour which 18 characteristic of th邑 particularspeci芭s(see Table 2). 
(3). The shapes of the t日stesar巴 roughlydivided into 3 groups (a) oval， (b) sponge-
cucumber shape， (c) 1旦mp-shape・ Theym旦yalso undergo postembryonalεsp巴cially
the oval type test巴ssuffer a considerable change in shape (s田 Text-五g.1). The shape of 
the test田 ina newely emerged fly seems to h旦vetaxonomic significance. 
(4). The testεs are邑nveloped the fat-body in the gen巴ra (Tachinidae) 
and Prosena (D巴xiida日)and also in al the members of the Calliphorida忠告X呂mined. The 
t巴stesof the rem乱iningmemb己主sare d巴voidof the 
cavlty. 
a11d lie free 11 the abdomi11al 
(5) . From morphological evidences， the accessory gla11ds of the calyptrate muscoid flies 
are divided i1to 6 groups。
. Th巴 ducts may be divided lnto 3 main groups according to their shape. 
The ejaculatory duct i11dex for each species examined was calculated. Smaller values of the 
index were obtai11ed for the Scatophagida鳥 Anthomyiidae，Calliphoridae， Phasiidae， T司chinidae
and Dexiidae. In the Sarcophaginae and Muscidae， the index of the ejaculatory ducts was 
found to v旦ry.
Roughly speal王ing，the of th巴 stemsof the ejaculatory areεither 
rod-or fan-shaped. The fan-shaped type seems to b邑 more advanced than the rod即日hap巴d.
(8). Th記 εjaculatoryduct of th己 calyptratemuscoid flies， rotates round th己hind-gutfrom 
left to right， namely clockwise towards its base， excepting that of sp・， where the 
lTI呂nnerof the rotation of the ejaculatory duct is right to left， namely counterclockwise. 
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Plate 1 
Figo 10 Sc01うeumastercorarium (Linn品) (ca. x 7). testes; EAヲ
ejaculatory apodeme; ED，色jaculatoryduct; ES， ejaculatory sac; Ph， 
phallosome; T， testis; VDフvasdefer巴ns.
Fig. 2. Scoρeumαmellilぅes(Coquillett) x7). Aヲ testis。
Fig‘ 3. leucostoma (明Tiedemann) x 15). testes. 
Fig. 4. (Wiedemann) (ca. X 15). A-D， testes. 
Fig. 5。 〔明Tiedemann) (ca. X 15). A-C， testes 
Fig. 6. Fanniαscalaris (Fabricius) (ca. X 10). testes (D-E， 
testes of 30 day-old imagoes); AG， accessory gland 
Fig. 7. Fannia canicularis (Linnの (ca.X 10)0 A-D， test目。
Fig. 8. Fannia sp. (ca.)( A-C， testeso 
Fig. 9. illocata Walker (ca. x 15). A-C， t担stes.
Figo 10. Hydrolうhοriaruralis Meigen x 15). A-B， t己stes; AG， 
accessory gland 
Fig. 11.α virgineαMeigen (ca. x 15). A-D， testes. 
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Plate 1 
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Plate 2 
Fig. 12. Lispe sp. X 13). t巴.AG， accessory gland ? 
Fig. 13. Orthelliαlat争α伊isZimin (問。 x10)図 A-B， testes. 
Fig. 14. Musca domestica vicina Macquart x 15). A-B， test巴s.
Fig岨 15. Musca sorbensWiedemann (ca. x30). testes. 
Fig. 16. !v'Iusca hervei Villeneuve (ca. X 10). A-B， t出 tes。
17. 1V[usca Thomson (ca. x 7)， A-C， testes. 
Fig. 18. Grajう maculatα(Scopoli)(ca. X 10). A-Cラ t田 tes
Fig圃 19. Muscina stabulans (Fall加)(ca. X 13). A-B， testes. 
Fig. 20. }ぱuscina (Lo記w) X 7). A-C， testes 
testis of 20 in丘ago).
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Plate 2 
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Plate 3 
Fig. 21. Muscina (Fallen) (ca. X 10} A-B， testes 
Fig. 22. DasYPhora cyanella (Meigen) (ca. X 7} A-C， testes. 
Fig. 23. Pyrellia cαdaverina (Linnの (ca. X 15} A-B， testes (ca. >( 20} 
Fig. 24. Morellia hortorum (Fallen) (ca. X 15} A-B， testes (ca. x 20} 
Fig. 25. 1ゆめゆilameditabunda (Fabricius) (ca. X 7} A-B， testes (ca. 
x 10)。
Fig. 26. calcitrans (Linn的 x15} A-B， testes (ca. X 25} 
27切 Lyperosiaexigz.ω(de Meijere) x 17} A-B， testes (ca. x25} 
Fig. 28. Stro幻 1うrasina Bigot (ca. X 15). A-D， testes; AGラ
品ccessorygland. 
Fig. 29. Stomorhina discolor (F且bricius) (ca. x20). A-C， testes; AG， 
accessory gland. 
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Plate 3 
。
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Plate 4 
Fig. 30. Phormia regina (Meigen) (ca. x 13). A-B， t邑stes;AG， accessory 
gland. 
Fig. 31. Protojうhormiaterraψnovae (Robineau-Desvoidy) (ca. x 15). A-C， 
test邑呂 (ca. x25). 
Fig. 32. Chrysomya megacePhala (Fabricius) (ca. x 10). A-D， testes 
(C-D， testes of 30 day-old imagoes). 
Fig. 33. Chrysomyaρinguis (Walker) x 10). A-D， testes (D， testis 
of 20 day-old imago). 
Fig. 34. Onesia sp. (ca. >d7). A-B， testes. 
Fig. 35. Callかhoravomitoria (Linne) (ca. x 10). A-D， testes (D， testis 
of 30 day-old imgo) (ca. x 15). 
Fig. 36. Call~ρhora grahami Aldrich (ca. x 10). A-E， testes. 
Fig. 37. Triceratopyga calliPhoroides Rohdendod (ca. x 15). A-E， testes. 
Fig.38. Hem伊'yreliαligurriens(Wiedemann) (ca. x 10). A-D， testes 
(問。 X
白mparativeAnatomy 01 the Calyρtrate Muscoid Flies 7'3 
Plate 4 
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Plate 5 
Fig. 39. Lucilia illustris (Meigen) (ca. x 10). A-D， testes X 15). 
Fig. 40. Lucilia caesar (Linnめ (ca.X A-E， tεstes. 
Fig. 41圃 Luciliaampullacea Villeneuvε(ca. X 10). A-Dヲ testes.
Fig. 42. Luciliaρorρhyrina (Walker) (ca. x 15). A-C， testes. 
Fig園 43. Luciliaραρuensis Macqu旦rt(ca. X 7). testes 
Fig圃 44. Lucilia sericata (Meigen) x 13)目 A-B，testεs 
Fig. 45. Lucilia (Wied巴mann) X 13). A-C， testes (C， testis 
of 30 imago). 
46. Lucilia (Moniez) x A-B， testes. 
Fig. 47. Metoρia leucocephala (Rossi) (ca. x 13). testes; AG， 
accessory gland. 
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Plate 5 
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Plate 6 
Fig. 48. SarcoPhila cinere，α(Fabricius) (ca. X 10). A-D， testes; AG， 
accessory gland. 
Fig. 49. Blaesoxiphαja.ρ'onensis Hori (ca. x 10). A-G， testes. 
Fig. 50. Blaesoxかhalaticornis (Meigen) (ca. x 10). A-B， testes. 
Fig. 51. Sarco.ρhα:ga melanur，αMeigen (ca. X 7) A-E， testes. 
Fig. 52. Sarcoρhαgαsp. (ca. X 7). A-D， testes. 
Fig. 53. Sarco.ρhaga ugamskii (Rohdendorf) (ca. x 10). A-C， testes (ca. 
x 15). 
Fig. 54. Sarco.ρhaga caudagalli Bottcher (ca. x 10). A-D， testes. 
Fig. 55. Sαrcoρhaga erecta Ho (ca. x 13). A-B， testes. 
Fig. 56. Sarco.ρhaga basalis Walker (ca. x 7). A-C， testes. 
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Plate 6 
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Plate 7 
Fig. 57. SarcoPhaga fosejうhiBottcher (ca. x 10). A-B， test巴s固
Fig. 58. Sarcojうhagakagaensia Hori (ca. x 10). A-B， testes. 
Fig. 59. SarcoPhagαjezensis Hori (ca. X testes. 
Fig. 60， Sarcojうhagaalbiceρs Meigen (ca. x 7)圃 A-B，testes. 
Fig. 61. Sarcolうhagatsushimαe Senioιwhite (ca. x 7). A-C， testes. 
Fig. 62. Sarcoρhaga brevicornis Ho (ca. x 7). A-D， testes圃
Fig. 63. Sarcothaga misera Walker x A-D， testes. 
Fig. 64. 
Fig. 65， 
Pandellる(ca.x 7). A-B， testes. 
similis M出品 x7). A-D， testes (C-D多国。 x4).
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Plate 7 
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Plate 8 
Fig. 66. Sarcolうhagakaωayue幻sisKano (ca. x 10). A-D， tξstes 
Fig. 67. Sarcolうhagacrassipa争isMacquart (ca. X 7). A-B， test問。
Fig. 68. SarcoPhaga peregrina Robineau.Desvoidy (c且. x A-C， testes. 
Fig. 69. SarcoPhaga s~ρtentrionalis (Rohdendorf) (ca. x 7). A-C， testes。
Fig. 70.αga schzdzei Kram己r(ca. x 10). test己S.
Fig. 71. SarcoPhaga antilope Bottcher (c且。 x10). A-B， testes. 
Fig.72. kinoshitai Hori (ca. xlO). A-B， t邑呂tes.
Fig. 73.α hozawai Hori (ca. X 10). A-B， testes固
Fig. 74. hal~usα符a Hori x 7). testes. 
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Plate 8 
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Pl旦t巴 9
Fig. 75. SαrcoρHori (ca. x 7). A-B， testes. 
Fig. 76.ρhaga hokurikuensis Hori (ca. x 7). testes. 
Fig. 77. EctoJうhαsiasinensis Villeneuve (ca. x 7). A-C， testes. 
Fig. 78. Succingulum transvittαtum Pandelle (ca. x 13). A-B， testes (ca. 
x 20); AG， accessory gland. 
Fig. 79. Prosenαsiberita Fabricius (c乱。>(7). A-.B， t巴stes;AG， accessory 
gland 
Fig. 80. Servillia . Portschinsky (ca. X testes; AG、
accessory gland. 
Fig. 81. Echinomya micado Kirby (ca. x lO). test巴s;AG， accessory 
Fig. 82.αurata Fallるn(ca. >( 10). testes; 且ccessory
gl且nd
Fig. 83. Sturmia sericariae Cornalia (ca. x 10). testes; AG， 
accessory gland ? 
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